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Students glitter Santorum

Vol. 41 Issue 20

Hockey
deadline
draws
near
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

JARED WINMILL • winmillja@mnstate.edu

Presidential candidate Rick Santorum visited the Holiday Inn in Fargo while campaigning for the GOP nomination and was “glitter-bombed” in protest by Occupy
Fargo-Moorhead members – two MSUM students and one alumnus.

BY BRYCE HAUGEN AND
JARED WINMILL
advocate@mnstate.edu

When a presidential candidate
visited Fargo last week, three
spectators welcomed him with
glitter. Well, they threw it on him.
It wasn’t a celebratory act,
but rather a political statement
against former Pennsylvania
Sen. Rick Santorum, said two
MSUM students who flung

Low chance
of flooding,
students
express relief
BY LANE ZYVOLOSKI
zyvoloskla@mnstate.edu

Students who have become
accustomed to sandbagging may
want to know: they will not be
needed this year.
There’s a 6 percent chance
of major flooding in FargoMoorhead this spring, according
to a Feb. 16 Associated Press
article. Fargo has a 53 percent
chance of experiencing minor
flooding, and there’s a 33 percent
chance of minor flooding along
the Red River.
The good news is a relief
for families as well as college
students, who were asked in past
FLOODING, PAGE 4
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fistfuls of the substance at the
Republican candidate Wednesday
night before quietly leaving his
campaign event at the Holiday
Inn.
“We wanted to send a very
clear message that North Dakota
isn’t where homophobes can go
and think they’re going to get off
easy,” said Rachel Rahrick, a mass
communications sophomore. She
and her girlfriend, MSUM history

senior Haley Shoemaker, said
they squeezed their way through
the crowd then unleashed their
sparkly ire from a few feet away.
“We got it all over his sweater
vest,” Rahrick said.
Moments later, a third protester
unleashed another handful at the
candidate from point-blank range.
Seemingly unfazed, a smiling
Santorum continued to shake
hands before taking the podium.

But unlike the women, security
promptly
whisked
MSUM
alumnus Adam Wiese through a
set of doors into a kitchen, then
to the main lobby where police
officers questioned him.
Moorhead resident Russell
Steele, 32, followed him and
captured the scene on a live video
stream with his phone. Steele said
a woman pulled his hair – “she
SANTORUM, PAGE 8

Klobuchar speaks on campus
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

Sen.
Amy
Klobuchar,
D-Minn., spoke to MSUM
students and F-M community
members on Sunday in the
CMU ballroom.
She discussed education
in Minnesota and related
issues, including the economic
downturn.
“There have been some
improvements, but we still
have far to go,” she said.
Klobuchar is pushing for our
country to focus on innovation
and invention.
“As a country, we need to
adjust how we think about
manufacturing and rural jobs,”
she said. She also wants to create
better relationships between
degrees and the workforce; for
example, colleges should offer
about an equivalent amount of

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Amy Klobuchar visted campus on Sunday to discuss her plans for higher
education and answer questions from students and the community.

spots in an education program
as there are jobs available in
that field.
She discussed making higher
education more affordable,
including making sure Pell

Unglued Craft Fest returns,
		page 3

grants stay available to
students.
“That
is
incredibly
important,” she said.
She also spoke about wanting
to simplify the FAFSA process.
KLOBUCHAR, BACK PAGE
Men’s basketball
benefits from
Winona State
violation, page 10

In less than a week, the buzzer
sounds on MSUM’s effort to raise
money for a Division I hockey
program.
Athletics officials and wellconnected local hockey enthusiasts
are pushing to secure $30 million
in private donations by March 1,
the latest in a series of fundraising
deadlines. If the university lines
up the pledges – 80 percent of the
$37 million needed to launch selfsustaining men’s and women’s
teams – the puck will likely drop
next fall at Fargo’s 5,000-seat
Scheels Arena.
“We will have some good news
within the first week of March. It’s
that close,” said Bernie Burggraf,
whose friendships with nationally
renowned hockey figures have
opened doors to potential donors.
“Don’t panic. It’s coming. It’s
coming.”
Burggraf, host of a weekly radio
show devoted to hockey, said one
local businessman has pledged $5
million if the university can find
someone to match that figure. Right
now, an MSUM consultant is “living
out of a suitcase” in Arizona, trying
to snag donations from wealthy
snowbirds.
When MSUM announced the
fundraising drive in March, officials
said they had locked in $15 million
in donations. Since then, “we’ve
visited with literally hundreds of
people,” said athletic director Doug
Peters last week. He declined to
reveal how much money has been
raised at this point.
Peters is out of the office this week.
Athletics department spokesman
Jon Wepking said Tuesday he didn’t
know where Peters went or why,
only that he sent back a photo with a
palm tree in it.
If the six-month fundraising drive
falls short, university administrators
said it’s game over – at least for now.
“We won’t extend the deadline,”
President Edna Szymanski said
Tuesday. “But if we don’t do
(hockey) now, it doesn’t mean we’ll
never do it.”
Starting a program requires
obtaining conference affiliation,
approval from MnSCU’s Board of
Trustees and NCAA consent. For
those reasons and the reality that the
program should hire coaches sooner
rather than later, there’s no more
time for delay, said Jan Mahoney,
MSUM vice president for finance
and administration.
Burggraf said ending the effort
HOCKEY, PAGE 11
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ampus
alendar

2.23 - 2.29

12 p.m. - Red Out for
Heart Disease T-shirt sale
- CMU Table B
7 p.m. - Speaking of
Languages, Ojibwe and
Minnesota - King 110
6 p.m. - Women’s basketball vs. Augustana Nemzek Fieldhouse
8 p.m. - Men’s basketball
vs. Augustana - Nemzek
Fieldhouse
8 p.m. - DJ Dance party CMU Ballroom
4 p.m. - Women’s basketball vs. Wayne State Nemzek Fieldhouse
6 p.m. - Men’s basketball
vs. Wayne State - Nemzek
Fieldhouse
8 p.m. - Dragons After
Dark - Nemzek
8:30 a.m. - Women’s tennis vs. University of Sioux
Falls - Courts Plus Fargo
3 p.m. - Wind Ensemble Weld 106
6 p.m. - Cinenthusiasts
Academy Awards Event Weld 106
11:30 a.m. - Postsecret CMU Main Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Sitting in
Circles with Rich White
Girls - Weld 106
11:30 a.m. - Postsecret CMU Main Lounge
8:30 p.m. - Lutheran
Campus Ministry Worship
- CMU Underground
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girl excited.”
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The Advocate is always looking for talented
writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at noon every
Monday in the mass comm lounge.
Contact the editor for more information or
come to the staff meetings.
Kristi Monson, adviser
Charly Haley, editor
Bryce Haugen, assistant editor
Jessica Fleming, photo editor
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Andrew Jason, A&E editor
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The Advocate is
NOW HIRING
for fall 2012

Open positions:
*Editor
*Assistant Editor
*Features Editor
*A&E Editor
*Sports Editor
*Copy Editor
*Ad Manager

For job descriptions, visit
www.msumadvocate.com.
Applications available outside
The Advocate office, CMU
110. Bring applications and one
work sample to the office.
Email any questions to Charly
Haley at haleych@mnstate.edu.

Application deadline: 3/23

Classifieds
Need more space?
1,200 sq. ft, 2 bedroom
LOFT apartment with 16’
vaulted ceilings available
NOW! Newly remodeled and all utilities paid!
Call Windwood Estates
at 701.235.3166 for more
information.
House for Rent, available
June 1:
1238 32 ST Cir S, Moorhead. Nice rambler. 4 bed
and 2 bath, double attached
garage, $1295
1131 32 Ave South: Newer
rambler twinhome. 4 bed/
3 bath, double attached
garage, $1,395
1508 4th ST South: 1 3/4
story, newly remodled, 4
bed/2 bath, $1395.
Call Jeni 701.367.3290
2005 Suzuki Gsx-r 750 for
sale. Price: $2,000
Email: mcconnell_matt@
ymail.com
3 bedroom, 2 bath duplex 3
blocks from campus. 1 stall
detached garage. No pets.
Rent $950. You pay heat
and electricity. Available
April. Email harveythorson@gmail.com for more
info
Pregnant? Free pregnancy
testing and limited ultrasound exams with registered nurses.
www.firstchoiceclinic.com
or 701.237.6530
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Security Update
Director of Public Safety

MSUM Briefs
CADT department hosts
“Troll Hunter” screening

The cinema arts and digital
technologies department will be
hosting a free screening of the
film “Troll Hunter” on Thursday,
Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in Glasurd
Auditorium in Weld. The event
is in association with the Nordic
Arts Alliance and the Concordia
College Scandinavian studies
department.
“Troll Hunter” is a “found
footage” style horror/comedy
about three college students
in Norway who discover the
existence of Trolls and the
government conspiracy to keep
them secret. The screening is free
and open to the public.

Library makes preparations for renovation

In preparation for the library
renovation beginning in May,
the library will be moving some
collections. The first collections to
move are the CMC textbooks and
the legal reference collections.
The CMC textbooks have been
moved from the east to the west
side of the second floor and are
now located near classroom 208.
The legal reference collection
on the first floor of the library
will be moving into the main
reference collection located near
the reference desk on first floor.
Other moves will be announced
soon. Follow them on Twitter (@
MSUM_Library) or on Facebook
for the latest updates and
renovation news.
The library will remain open
during the entire renovation
process and will try ensure only
minor disruptions to services.

Aitken presents Ojibwe
conference at MSUM

The office of diversity and
inclusion and the English
department presents Larry Aitken,
“Speaking of Languages, Ojibwe,
and Minnesota” Thursday, Feb.
23 at 7 p.m. in King Auditorium.
Professor Larry Aitken is the
endowed chair and director of
American Indian studies at Itasca
Community College in Grand
Rapids, Minn., and the Tribal
Historian for the Leech Lake
Band of Ojibwe.
His lecture at MSUM will
outline the history of the Ojibwe
people in Minnesota and show the
need to preserve Ojibwemowin,
the native language. Professor
Aitken will also speak on the
programs currently in place to
record and revitalize the Ojibwe
language. After the lecture,
Aitken will field questions from
the MSUM campus community.
Aitken has worked extensively
on the preservation of Ojibwe
culture throughout Minnesota;
nationally he has been a speaker
at the University of Pennsylvania
and at the American Philosophical
Society in Philadelphia. He has
also collaborated with White
Earth Tribal College on a National
Endowment for the Humanities
Initiatives grant in 2007 entitled,
“Gi-bugadin-a-maa-goom:
To
Sanction, To Give Authority, To
Bring to Life.”
News briefs from Dragon
Digest or submitted to
advocate@mnstate.edu

Greg Lemke
2.13
Smoking violation near Nelson.
One individual referred to Campus Judicial.
Smoking violation near CMU.
One individual warned.
2.15
Theft report taken at Grantham.
Moorhead PD responded to take
report.

2.17
Suspicious person reported in the
CMU. Gone on arrival.
Assisted Moorhead PD with
locating a runaway child.
Suspicious person reported near
Dahl. Individual gone on arrival.

2.16

Suspicious person reported in
Lot W-5. Individual waiting for
car to warm up.

Elevator emergency reported in
Nemzek. One individual inside.
Elevator fixed.

Medical call in CMU. One
individual transported to Sanford
Health.

Harassment report in Nelson.

911 hang-up call in the CMU. It
was a misdial.

911 hang-up call in Hendrix. It
was a misdial.
Requested welfare check in
Dahl. Contact was made.

Marijuana odors reported in
Dahl. Two individuals referred to
Campus Judicial.

To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2675

Lost and found reminder

The campus lost and found is
located at the CMU Recreation
and Outing Center Room 116. For
any lost items come to the ROC to
locate the lost item. Found items
should be brought to the ROC.

MSUM Athletics fights
heart disease with sale

T-shirts are for sale for students
athletes Red Out. These shirts
are sold for $10 and will be
sold to help raise money for the
American Heart Association.
T-shirts will be on sale at:
• Maclean (in front of MSUM
Bookstore) Monday-Friday Noon
- 2 p.m.
•Athletic office in Nemzek
(218.477.5824)
•Men’s and Women’s basketball
games on Friday night at 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m.
•Men’s and Women’s basketball
games on Saturday night at 6 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

Benjamin Sung presents
symphony course
Dr.
Benjamin
Sung,
concertmaster for the FargoMoorhead Symphony and former
MSUM music faculty, will present
“Ravel, Haydn and Bartok” on
Saturday, March 17, 1:30 - 3:30
p.m. The course, offered through
F-M
Communiversity,
will
review selected works of these
composers, all of whom will
be featured in the Symphony’s
March 17 and 18 concerts.
The course will be held at
Touchmark at Harwood Groves
(formerly Waterford), 1200
Harwood Drive in south Fargo.
The fee is $12.
For more information, contact
F-M Communiversity by phone
at 218.299.3438 or email at
communiversity@cord.edu.
Course brochures are available at
the Library.

Thursday, Feb. 23, 2012
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Crafting: Not just for moms and grandmas
BY SADIE JONES
jonessad@mnstate.edu

Terrariums, owls and shoe clips;
not the most typical combination
of items you would expect college
students to be interested in.
However, when these items are
handmade by indie craft artists
from the Fargo-Moorhead area,
it’s pretty easy to see why people
of all ages are coming to Unglued
Craft Fest.
Unglued started March 5, 2011
when owner-operator Ashley
Morken saw a need for an outlet
for non-traditional crafters.
“We were starting to know
more and more people who were
making non-traditional handmade
crafts and art and weren’t doing
so well in traditional craft fairs,”
Morken said. “We also saw that
people are finding that Etsy is a
little too overwhelming when
they start because there’s already
like 30,000 aprons for sale and
you want to start selling your
aprons on Etsy. We also wanted
to be a place where you could
find that awesome handmade item
from someone in the local area or

the regional area and then go onto
their Etsy site because you now
have that connection with them.”
Since then, the Unglued Craft
Fest has had a holiday pop-up
gift shop and several workshops
for potential and current crafters
to gain new skills, such as
learning how to run an Etsy site.
It also provides shoppers with
the opportunity to give a gift
that isn’t typical or mundane.
The latest event, taking place on
Feb. 25, is intended to thaw out
people’s winter hibernation mode
and provide an outlet for creative
minds to be inspired.
“We wanted (the event) to be in
the dead of winter when people
just want something awesome to
happen,” Morken said. “People
should just come out just to have
something to do. There’s so much
free stuff during the day and it’s
a very fun, energetic atmosphere
for all ages.”
The nonprofit Unglued, has
gained interest and grown from a
small operation with 38 crafters,
to a festival and bazaar with 65
crafters and seven sponsors.
CRAFTING, BACK PAGE

F.Y.I
What: Unglued Craft Fest
When: Feb. 25 from 9 - 5 p.m.
Where: Plains Art Museum
Other cool stuff:
100 free swag bags to the first
attendees in the door - five of
these will have a Golden Ticket
stuffed in them good for $20 in
Unglued cash to be spent at the
booth of your choice.
Free Dunn Bros coffee to the
first 150 attendees.
Free museum gallery admission.
Live, local music all day starting at 10 a.m.
Bakery and lunch available
from Dunn Bros and Cafe
Delight.
Unglued Craft Festival from last year.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Remember Me gains
local popularity
BY SADIE JONES
jonessad@mnstate.edu

Since he was 14 years old, Scott
Heidinger, singer/songwriter, has
been recording and performing as
Remember Me.
Drawing inspiration from
groups such as The Misfits,
Operation Ivy and Anti-Flag,
Heidinger started recording
music as Remember Me on a
tape recorder in his bedroom at
his parent’s house. He continued
playing and has since recorded a
full-length album at the Institute
of Production and Recording. He
has also played several shows in
the F-M area and participated in a
mini-tour in 2009.
“The tour was nice to get out
of town and see a lot of places
I haven’t seen before and play
a lot of places I haven’t played
before,” Heidinger said. “The CD
release show (in Fargo) was also
a lot of fun because it was just a
show full of all my friends who
play music, and I had a really
good time.”
With a self-described style of

acoustic folk-punk, Remember
Me has gained attention in the
F-M area and has played several
venues — including the recent
Waxahatchee show at the New
Direction.
“I was very inspired by a lot
of the bands I listened to when I
was 13 and 14; a lot of the bands
I’ve gotten into just through
skateboarding and friends,”
Heidinger said.
While Heidinger mostly sings
and plays guitar, he can also play
the mandolin, ukulele, banjo,
drums and piano and incorporated
these instruments in his album
“Haunt Me Tonight.”
“Most of the lyrics are about
girls but sometimes I write about
politics or other things going on
in society,” Heidinger said. “It’s
not just love or hate songs.”
Remember Me is currently
working on a 90-minute cassette
tape to be released this spring as
well as an EP to be released this
summer.
Listen to and purchase
Remember Me’s music at www.
rememberme.bandcamp.com.
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offers
Spitfire: Savory space Communiversity
beer brewing class
BY ZACHARY KOPPANG
koppangza@mnstate.edu

JOSHUA BERGGREN • berggrejos@mnstate.edu

Glazed ribs, sauteed vegetables and coleslaw form a fine meal at Spitfire Bar & Grill.

BY JOSHUA BERGGREN
berggrejos@mnstate.edu

My girlfriend summed up our
dinner after her first bite, “Yum!”
The Spitfire Bar & Grill brings
a sizzle to West Fargo that is well
worth a stop for those looking for
a superb meal at a surprisingly
easy price.
With no prior reservation, we
were courteously welcomed,
seated and provided menus
wrapped in supple black leather
and flashing “Spitfire” in brilliant
crimson across the front. As
our waitress left to procure our
water, a light jazz melody quietly
assailed us as we relaxed below
a single, faint light posed above
our table.
Our waitress (who’s name
remains clandestine for lack of
nametags adorning any of the
waitresses) returned with our
clear, cold water and a petite loaf
of bread made from scratch. Our
decadent feast began.
The bread itself was not very
impressive. It wasn’t warm, as I
had expected (and desired) and
was bland when void of the sweet
butter supplied. In hindsight
though, I was glad the bread was

small, thinking myself nothing
short of a glutton when finished.
The next 25 minutes passed in
light conversation and reveling
in the flames of the chicken
rotisserie that flickered and leapt
in such a dazzling array that
eventually I wondered if one may
come simply for its performance;
our platters arrived and we dug
in.
For myself, a half-rack of
gourmet raspberry ribs, sauteed
vegetables and coleslaw; my
dinner date prudently chose a 6
ounce wood fire sirloin, sautéed
vegetables and garlic mashed
potatoes.
My first, and each ensuing
bite of sauteed vegetables, was
absolutely superb, cooked to
a soft exterior, but hiding a
distinct crunch at their core. And
it wouldn’t take a connoisseur
to appreciate the ribs – tender
meat sliding off with the bone
with the lightest pull of teeth;
the raspberry glaze wasn’t thick
and overpowering, a typical
pitfall of applied glazes, mixing
a light berry flavor with the
distinctly smoky flavor of the
meat. The coleslaw disappointed,
however, lacking both taste and
texture, though pardoned by the
exquisiteness of the rest of the
meal.
My girlfriend’s sirloin didn’t
elude me, and after cutting a

piece for myself, I was convinced
this was the masterpiece of a
seasoned (no pun intended)
cook. Prepared medium, the
steak suffered but the lightest
char along its exterior and held
a deep red color within. Upon
devouring, I found the sirloin
held a delicate, smoked flavor
similar to my ribs. A single scoop
of the garlic mashed potatoes was
enough to put any boxed powder
to shame.
I had no choice but to see
if their dessert was nearly as
delicious as the afore meal, and
she left with our order of bourbon
chocolate pecan pie.
After a brief wait, we were
served what I can only describe
as heaven on a platter. The pie
crust was thin, hot and held a
chocolate dessert that resided
somewhere in the purgatory
between solid cake and melted
chocolate with pecans scattered
intermittently within. All this
was accompanied by two scoops
of vanilla ice cream. And, of
course, two spoons.
As far as this classy and utterly
delicious dinner is concerned, it
was well worth the $17 average
per-plate and has become my new
favorite West Fargo restaurant.
Located along 13th Avenue SW,
the Spitfire Bar & Grill only
needs one chance to make it a
favorite in your book too.

Ellen Brisch, an MSUM biology
professor, has always said beer and
fermentation led to civilization.
Beer has a prominent place in
history, with evidence of the brew
dating back to the days of ancient
Egypt and Mesopotamia.
“Just a tiny bit of alcohol will kill
bacteria or at least keep it at bay,”
Brisch said.
But as beer has evolved over the
ages, it has moved away from being
a necessity of survival to being a
finely tuned craft.
Brisch’s love for history, science,
teaching and beer have come
together once again. She’s teaching
a a home-brewing course for FargoMoorhead’s Communiversity.
The course, titled A-Beer-C’s,
offers an introduction to home
brewing, discussion of beer styles,
and a sampling of many of them at
Bridgeview Liquors/Atomic Coffee
in south Moorhead. The second of
the two session class is on Saturday.
Brisch loves talking about beer
and will often incorporate the
subject into her classes and labs.
Last summer, she proposed the idea
of having a home-brewing class, and
it was a success. Brisch was asked to
instruct the class again for the F-M
Communiversity.
Brisch’s love for beer began when
she was young and living with her
family in Germany.
“My dad really reinforced quality
not quantity, enjoying the nice stuff
with family and the people you care
about,” she said.
But, after moving back to the
states, quality beer was difficult to
find.
The summer after graduating high
school, Brisch discovered a book
on how to brew beer and became
enthralled with the subject as she
read the book cover-to-cover.
“There was no craft-beer or

micro-brew beer, so I was thinking,
well, I’m just going to have to learn
how to make it,” Brisch said.
It wasn’t until Brisch studied
biology in college that she began to
learn how science and the brewing
process overlapped.
After college, she spent five years
in Massachusettes where she met
kindred spirits who shared her love
for beer. They soon began to brew
their own.
“It wasn’t great at first, mostly
because we really didn’t know
what we were doing,” Brisch said.
“The information wasn’t as detailed
as it is now. There wasn’t a ton of
information, so a lot of it was trial
and error.”
Mike Bartholomay-Berreth, a
student in the course, was attracted
by curiosity. Growing tired of going
out and ordering the same beer or
drink because of familiarity, he has
found himself “wanting to branch
out.”
“It’s kind of nice to have
someone explain a little bit about
it so you feel like you have some
knowledge before you jump right
in,” Batholomay-Berreth said.
His interest in home-brewing
is developing in a time when
information and supplies are
plentiful.
“How people figured the brewing
process out, which is so technical
and so scientific, without any
equipment, is fascinating to me,”
said Brisch. “I always loved reading
about it, studying about it, talking
about it, blending it in and framing it
as history and science. I love it when
history and science collide.”
Although Brisch doesn’t brew
much anymore due to a lack of
time, her love and appreciation for it
remains present.
To learn more about the courses
offered by the F-M Communiversity,
call 218.299.3438 or visit their
website, fmcommuniversity.org.

Longtime professor wins
national design award
BY MAUREEN MCMULLEN
mcmullenma@mnstate.edu

Allen Sheets, MSUM art and
design professor, was awarded
the 2011 Award Certificate of
Excellence by Graphic Design
USA for his catalog, “Abstract
100,” which showcases the
work of 31 artists native to the
southern Red River Valley from
1954 to 2010. Sheets was one
of 15 winners, among the 8,000
entries in the competition.
Sheets’ passion for graphic
design is made apparent by
the posters and packaging
decorating his walls and
shelves, many of which
were designed by his former
students.
“What I love about graphic
design is the variety,” Sheets
said. “I’ve never had many
projects that I didn’t enjoy.”
Sheets describes his style as
“clean and simple, toward the
modern movement,” drawing
inspiration from eras of design
such as Bauhaus, Swiss, Russian
Constructivism
movements
and Cal Arts Professor, Louis
Danzig, who was adamant on
the importance of concept and
new ideas in graphic design.
Sheets has remained active

Allen Sheets

in graphic design for over 30
years, creating anything from
belt buckles and t-shirt designs,
to commercial business forms
and
catalogs
showcasing
artists’ work, such as Armenian
artist Norik Astvatsaturov’s
metal work exhibition. Sheets
said he enjoys interacting with
people who share his passion
for design and flow of new
ideas.
“I really enjoy teaching,”
Sheets said. “It’s like being
in college your whole life and
never graduating.”
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Student juggles school, snowmobile racing
BY JEREMY MEYER
meyerjere@mnstate.edu

Nick Butze is not an average
MSUM student. Many winter
weekends he can be found ice
oval snowmobile racing.
“I got my first snowmobile at
age 4 and started racing at age 5,”
Nick said.
Nick’s father brought him to
his first races in Detroit Lakes,
Minn., despite never being a
snowmobiler himself.
“He loved snowmobiling so
much that I figured why not let
him race a little bit,” Nick’s father
Dave Butze said. “I didn’t know
he was going to keep racing.”
His father is extremely
supportive of his racing career.
Although, some days, Dave
wishes his son would have a less
dangerous hobby. His parents
also don’t like that Nick has to
travel so much.
Nick is a legal studies major
and a political science minor. He
finds time to race mostly on the
weekends. He has competed in
the Canadian Power Tobboggan
Championships in Beasejuor,
Manitoba five times. He has also
qualified for the Eagle River
World Championships four times.
“I race about ten to twelve
weekends out of the year and

travel to Canada, Wisconsin,
Iowa and Michigan,” Nick said.
“It gets tiring traveling all over,
but racing makes it worth it.”
His favorite place to ride is
West Yellowstone, Mont. The
national park has some great
trails for snowmobile enthusiasts
to ride, along with breathtaking
scenery to view.
Nick’s crew chief, Bruce

“I don’t have
any plans to stop
racing.”
Rosentreter, is a big influence on
his racing career. He motivates
Nick to keep his sled in the best
shape possible.
MSUM
political
science
professor Paul Kramer has been a
big academic influence on Nick,
helping him when the racing
season gets going.
In
Nick’s
most
recent
competition, the 45th Annual
Strathcona Cup, he finished
second in the Formula 500
Special. The support from his
parents and crew chief help Nick
to race his best.
“I don’t really know what I
will be doing later on in life, but
I don’t have any plans to stop
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racing,” Nick said.
He plans to get through college
and keep racing as long as he
possibly can.
Snowmobile racing isn’t just
a hobby of Nick’s; it’s one of his
passions.
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FLOODING, FROM FRONT
flood relief efforts.
Senior Brandon Schutz said
his choir ensemble got together
to help sandbag MSUM choir
teacher Rodney Rothlisberger’s
home in 2009.
“He was just really happy
about it. On that personal
level, it just feels so good to be
helpful,” Schutz said.
Schutz said a blizzard hit that
year, and despite the terrible
road conditions, he volunteered
20-30 hours of time at different
locations in Fargo-Moorhead.
While filling bags at the
Fargodome, Schutz recalled
sandbags freezing, making
them harder to carry.
“(Sandbagging) wasn’t bad
until you kept doing it for five
to six hours. You got wore
out after awhile, holding your
arms out like this,” he said,

extending his arms.
Schutz hopes there won’t be
a need to sandbag again.
“It’s good in the sense that it
did help build community, but
bad that so many people’s lives
and homes were in danger,” he
said.
Sophomore Carissa Aanenson
can attest that flooding hits
home. Aanenson, a resident of
Moorhead, organized a group
of about 30 friends to help
sandbag her aunt’s house in
South Fargo last year. She said
her aunt broke down when the
volunteers arrived.
“We did what we could do.
There was countless pallets
(of sandbags). I don’t even
know how many there were,”
Aanenson said.
It only took four hours
for the 30-some volunteers to
finish sandbagging the house.
Aanenson said she experienced

community building in a time
of need.
“There’s no words to
explain what that felt like.
One, everybody came to help
you out, and two, you have
that sense of security. It’s just
awesome,” she said.
When the 2009 flood hit,
Aanenson said she thought it
was cool that her high school
canceled classes, but many
of her classmates abused the
time instead of volunteering.
After her positive experience
sandbagging
last
year,
Aanenson sees the situation as
an opportunity.
“A disaster can turn into
something so warming,” she
said.
To the relief of many FargoMoorhead
residents,
any
warming that will happen this
year will most likely not result
in a flood.
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Condolences sent
to grieving families,
friends of those lost
We would like to extend
our sincere sympathies to
the family members and
friends of the many people
killed in tragic car crashes
earlier this week.
There were multiple
accidents on I-94 Monday
across our area due to
the treacherous road
conditions.
Four NDSU students
and a 16-year-old from
Valley City were among
those who died.
All too often, we are
faced with the loss of
people we hold dear or
have known.
When
faced
with
such tragic examples of
how precarious driving
conditions
play
no
favorites, we must remind
ourselves and people we
know to stay safe when
conditions are dangerous.
Even the most skilled
drivers can get in accidents.
You can’t predict the
actions of the other drivers
on the road, nor can you
know ahead of time where
every icy patch will lie.
Although it may be
a small gesture, The
Advocate staff would like
to reiterate our sympathies
to those who have lost
loved ones this past week.
We encourage everyone
to drive safely.
The opinions expressed
in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the
college
administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages
letters to the
editor and any submissions.
They should be typed and
must include the writer’s
name, signature, address,
phone number, year in
school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters
are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The
Advocate office
or emailed to advocate@
mnstate.edu.
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Unwrapping: Finding your own interests
“In today’s world, people are more concerned with their Facebook

image than who they are as a person. ... This obsession with outward
appearance leaves little focus on internal desires.”

BY APRIL KNUTSON
knutsonap@mnstate.edu

Recently, I arrived home late
after a long day of work and
school. In an attempt to go to
bed at a reasonable time instead
of spending mindless hours on
Facebook, I began my bedtime
routine. I turned on the TV for
some background noise as I
unpacked my book bag.

Advice From T.I.

On the TV was a show called
“T.I. and Tiny: The Family
Hustle.” This reality show on

VH1 follows the ex-con and
rapper T.I. and his wife Tameka
“Tiny” Cottle as they face the
challenges of raising their two
sons in the spotlight.
This episode displayed a
father-son relationship between
T.I. and his son Domani.
Like his father, Domani has
ambitions to become a famous
rapper, but his musical ambition
leaves little motivation for his
schoolwork.
T.I. tried to teach his son the
value of education by allowing
Domani to make a music
video for his original song
“Green Faces” in exchange for
improving his grades. During
the making of “Green Faces,”
Domani was goofing off and
not taking his opportunity
seriously.
Not
forgetting

his fatherly duties, T.I. took
Domani aside and sternly
instructed his son, “Your
ambition needs to match your
work and talent.”
This remarkably well-said
advice struck me. In today’s
world, people are more concerned
with their Facebook image than
who they are as a person.
Life events are posted to
Facebook first, phone calls to
friends and family are made
after. This obsession with
outward appearance leaves
little focus on internal desires.
Numerous people categorize
themselves as “writers” or
“artists” without possessing
true dedication to work on their
chosen craft. It’s one thing to
have an appreciation for art,
it is entirely different to be

passionate about it.

Unwrap ‘rappers’

Having an appealing outward
image without a solid inner
self is like having a beautifully
wrapped empty box. What
good is it to be something that
seems “cool” if it isn’t right for
you? Emphasizing the outward
image you project leaves little
room for internal reflection.
Remember to do what you love
and love what you do, that is
the only way to match ambition
to hard work.
Facebook updates can wait.
Examine what you really want
out of life. Remove outer
wrappers to find your true
calling within, whether it is to
be a writer, scientist or famous
rapper.

The road less traveled: Drive safely this winter
is unknown. About halfway
into their journey to Fargo, they
collided with another vehicle

flickered like a candle bringing
back walking through the halls
and seeing her smile.

“Before you leave, if the weather outside
looks bad, take a moment to turn on the news
and see if the road conditions are good for
travel. As my Dad always says to me, don’t
suffer from ‘gotta-get-there-itus.’”
BY JESSICA FLEMING
flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Monday, Feb. 20, four girls
were driving from Minneapolis
to Fargo. All of them were from
The Cities and took the long
weekend to enjoy time with
family and friends, driving back
to NDSU on Monday. Whether
they took any notice of how
bad the weather reports were,

resulting in a pile-up of multiple
vehicles and injuries.
The four girls did not survive.
This story hits very close to
home for me.
I graduated at a large high
school in the suburbs of
Minneapolis, so did one of the
girls mentioned above. I don’t
remember her well enough to
call her a “friend,” but when
I saw her picture, memories

Although I love being far
from home, I have spent more
time traveling back on Interstate
94 than I care to say. When I
heard about this accident, I took
a moment to remember that this
story could have been mine.
I drove on 94 in a blizzard
once, where they shut down
the entire road from Alexandria
to Minneapolis, and I had no
idea. That was the stupidest

Do you need advice?
Get it from
Meghan Feir.

The hit advice column:
“Don’t Feir, ask Meghan”

Contact Meghan at
feirme@mnstate.edu

SRIJANA THAPA • thapasr@mnstate.edu

thing I have ever done. Every 20
minutes there was another car in
the ditch. I did not drive over
40 mph.
The message I want to leave is
this: Please, take winter driving
more seriously. I hear people
say, “We should get used to
it, it’s just Minnesota, it’s just
snow, blah, blah, blah.”
There have been too many
stories about college students
who don’t make it back to
school.
Before you leave, if the
weather outside looks bad, take
a moment to turn on the news
and see if the road conditions are
fit for travel. As my dad always
says to me, don’t suffer from
“gotta-get-there-itus.”
I offer my sympathy and
condolences to the family and
friends of the four girls that died
tragically in this accident.

Interested in being
a columnist

or cartoonist?
The Advocate wants you!
Contact Meghan at
feirme@mnstate.edu
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SCIC competition spurs creativity
Students encouraged to create shutters, blinds for prize

BY BECKI DEGREEST
degreestbe@mnstate.edu

The Sustainable Campus
Initiative Committee, has put
together a competition open
to all MSUM college students.
The student who can develop
the best design for insulated

This has been a nationally
overlooked problem.
“The SCIC, in the interest of
energy conservation at MSUM
and promoting a lifestyle of
energy sustainability among
students, will finance this
competition as a demonstration
project,” said Dennis Jacobs,
Sustainability
Coordinator/

The shutters or blinds may be
placed on either the inside or
outside of the building.
The R-value/factor in the
building construction is the
resistance to heat loss or heat
transfer through certain building
material. The R-value for a
one-eighth-inch glass window
is about 0.08. The R-value for

The majority of houses and buildings in the northern states suffer from
40-90 percent heat loss from doors and windows.
shutters or blinds will win a
prize of $3000, from SCIC
funds.
The SCIC is a committee of
MSUM students and staff that
started almost 10 years ago. It
works to make the campus more
sustainable for the students.
Recently, the SCIC has been
working to rid of plastic bottle
waste on campus by putting
water bottle filling stations in
buildings around campus. They
also are involved with planning
a wind generator.
The majority of houses and
buildings in the northern states
suffer from 40-90 percent heat
loss from doors and windows.

Professor.
The
SCIC
is
taking
submissions from now until
September. Each entry should
have both a simple inexpensive
working model and drawings.
There are four areas that
will be judged by SCIC.
Ease of operations, R-value
(insulating factor), durability
and aesthetics.
For ease of operation, the
shutter or blinds should be
easily opened and closed to
allow for closing during the
night and opening during
the day. Examples would be
hinged to swing out, up, and
down, bi-fold, roll up, or down.

fiberglass insulation is about
3.7 per inch and the R-value
for polyurethane (foam) board
is about 6.25 per inch. Since
R-values are additive, 2 inches
of the same foam would be
an R-value of 12.5. For this
completion the R-value for the
window coverings has to be at
least 10 or more.
Designs will be evaluated
on durability. The insulation
should last for a decade with
minimum deterioration.
The shutters should be
aesthetically pleasing from
both outside and inside the
building.
After the winning design has

Shutter/Blind Design Criteria

Ease of operation: The shutters or
blinds should be easily opened and
closed.
R-value (insulating factor): The
R-value for the window coverings has to
be at least 10 or more.
Durability: The insulation should
last for a
decade with minimum
deterioration.
Aesthetics: The shutters should be
aesthetically pleasing from both outside
and inside the building.
been chosen by the SCIC,
they will take the design and
model to get further approved
from
MSUM’s
facilities
administration and MnSCU
administration. If accepted,
the shutters or blinds will
be installed on MSUM’s
sustainable house in the late
fall of 2012.
A workshop for students who
would like more information and

who are considering entering
the
completion
will
be
held in early March. For
extra information or to submit
designs contact:
Dennis Jacobs
307 J - Hagen Hall
218.477.2187
jacobs@mnstate.edu

MSUM hires director of international student affairs
BY POONAM GIRDHAR
girdharpoo@mnstate.edu

MSUM’s search for a new
director of international student
services is over.
The school announced that
Janet Hohenstein has been hired
as new director of international
student services.
Hohenstein has roots at
MSUM, having received her
master of liberal arts degree
and bachelor of arts degree in

American studies both from
MSUM.
“Janet brings many skills to
serve the role, but I’m most
excited to have her on board
for her caring nature, passion
for supporting students and her
tremendous experience working
with international students at
MSUM,” Ryan Anderson, the
chair of the search committee,
said.
Hohenstein
has
more
than a decade of experience
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in
recruitment,
retention,
admissions
and
advising
international students. She
has also been instrumental
in areas of pre-departure,
campus-arrival, international
orientation and immigration
regulation. For the past two
years, she has been serving as
intern director of international
students affairs at MSUM.
“I am delighted that Janet
is the new director. She is
easily
approachable
and
has been playing the role of
the parent for me and many
other international students,”
Kushan Udugamplage, a junior
at MSUM, said. “She has
helped me overcome different
challenges. Talking to her
makes me forget that I am
thousands of miles away from
my home.”
Hohenstien got her first
opportunity to work with
international
students
in
1991 and discovered her love
for encouraging diversity,
intercultural awareness and
global education. She has since
made this a lifetime goal and
has sought opportunities to
help make this dream a reality.
“It took me 20 years to
reach
here,”
Hohenstein
said. “I am looking forward
to
continue
serving
the
international
students
to
make their experience good
on campus and to provide
excellent multicultural and
diverse
programming
to
enhance
internationalization
for entire MSUM community,”
Hohenstein said.
During her time as intern
director, she recognized a need
for certain accommodations
to
increase
international
enrollment. She hopes to
introduce English as a second
language course on campus

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Janet Hohenstein has been hired as the new director of international student
affairs.

sometime in the near future.
“Each new international
student is tested for Englishlanguage
proficiency,
and
several don’t meet the required
score, which leads to the
refusal of their admission,”
Hohenstein said. “ESL course
will provide the opportunity
for more international students
to come here to study and also
have considerable progress in

becoming competent users of
a second language during their
time at MSUM.”
She will begin her duties as
the director of international
student affairs in March.
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City reviews parking in campus neighborhoods
CHARLES K. DEYOUNG
deyoung@mnstate.edu

There has been a lot of misinformation
spread about the city of Moorhead’s
recent parking study. Namely, there
have been murmurs that the city intends
to remove off campus parking for its
universities. Stantec, a company that
consults and surveys for architecture
and engineering projects, is reaching out
to the community for survey collection,
stakeholder meetings and to clear the
air.
John Shardlow and Paul Bolotta from
Stantec have been conducting a parking
analysis study in the MSUM, Concordia
and Eventide areas. These planning
consultants have been commissioned
to better understand the nature of the
community’s parking problem and will
submit a final report to the city council

by the end of the school year. To that
end, both Shardlow and Bolotta have
been holding stakeholder meetings with
different members of the community.
In the community stakeholders
meeting on Feb. 15, neighborhood
members and a handful of youth
representing various student bodies met
to discuss the project.
“Our job is to understand the problem
more completely,” Shardlow said.
Stantec’s
quantitative
parking
analysis is a collaborative planning
effort for college neighborhoods and
builds upon a multi-city study. Shardlow
underscored the key role that students
play in this issue.
“This is a company town and your
industry is education,” Shardlow said.
The daily commute is a reality for
many college students and if parking is
unavailable students will migrate into

local neighborhoods for a place to park
their car.
This begins to create problems:
•Residential blocks reach parking
capacity
•Increased traffic as individuals hunt
for parking
•Sight triangles which obscure vision
around corners
•Improper parking that blocks
residential driveways
•Difficult snow removal in the winter
The primary reason for the assembly
was to collect survey data and opinion
in the community. But, the project is
already yielding interesting results.
The analysis began by counting the
available and occupied parking spots
in the survey area. Their study showed
that during peak hours the vast majority
of Concordia’s on-campus parking was
at 100 percent capacity while MSUM’s

was around 75 percent. Furthermore,
the worst of Concordia’s congestion
is approximately one block around
their campus grounds while MSUM’s
is upward of two blocks. This could
be the result of a difference in policy
between the two institutions. Concordia
provides free parking to its students and
staff, while MSUM has a permit-based
system, which may drive more students
into the community.
The consultants also provided
potential solutions to the problem but
made it very clear that the student body
and local community would have to
work together. The team then provided
tentative solutions.
“Everything will impact people in
different ways and there is no one
solution to the problem,” Bolotta said.
One solution was zone permits in which
PARKING, BACK PAGE

MSUM alum explains
digital mapping at lectures
KALICIA MILLER
millerkal@mnstate.edu

JARED WINMILL • winmillja@mnstate.edu

Adam Wiese, left, and Russell Steele, right, were questioned by the Fargo Police
officers but were released under conditions to not return for the rest of the event.

SANTORUM, FROM FRONT

had one of (Santorum’s) silly
sweaters so I’m pretty sure it was
someone in the campaign.” – then
police detained him, too.
“The only reason I went through
those doors is because I could
hear (Wiese) being assaulted.
I could hear him screaming,”
Steele said.
According to a police report,
when Fargo police entered the
kitchen, an officer witnessed a
Santorum aide, Greg Rothman,
“screaming” at Wiese. Rothman
later said he wanted Wiese and
Steele federally charged for
assaulting a presidential candidate
because “the glitter could have
gotten in Rick Santorum’s eyes
and cut his eyes.” The U.S.
Attorney’s Office determined no
federal law was violated. The
Fargo city prosecutor declined to
file disorderly conduct charges
against Wiese and Steele after
a conversation with another
Santorum aide who stated he did
not want to pursue a case.
By press time, the Santorum
campaign had not responded to a
written request for comment.
Throwing glitter at Santorum
was not an appropriate way for
protesters to express themselves,
ND Republican Party chairman
Stan Stein said Monday.
“When we have visitors
from out-of-state, especially
those seeking the presidential
nomination, I would hope no
matter which party they were
from they’d be treated as guests,”
Stein said.
MSUM College Republicans
president Danielle Saul, a
Santorum supporter, said the
glitter attack was offensive and
wrong. Santorum’s views on

homosexuality, she said, have
been misrepresented.
“It’s more about traditional
marriage values than it is about
hating (homosexuals),” Saul said.
“He never says he hates them. It’s
about having a strong family to
have a strong country.”
All three “glitterbombers” are
affiliated with Occupy FargoMoorhead. Steele, speaking for
himself and not the group, said
people would have protested
regardless of which candidate
visited.
“If it would have been Newt
Gingrich, we would have been
there. If it would have been Ron
Paul, we would have been there,”
Steele said.
MSUM
political
science
professor Barbara Headrick
said protesters have resorted to
throwing things at politicians for
years. She said “glitter-bombing,”
the latest trend in the tradition
that has included throwing fruit
and “pieing,” is a sneakier, more
effective method of making a
statement.
“If you shout, they’re just going
to kick you out,” she said. “If you
hold up a sign you’ll never get on
TV.”
During
the
nomination
campaign, Republican candidates
have been “glitterbombed” on
at least 10 occasions. The Fargo
event marked Santorum’s fifth
(sixth and seventh) encounter
with what – in a June 2011 article
– Slate magazine’s Stephen Davis
wrote “could be the most fabulous
form of protest ever.”
This article was a collaborative
effort with The People’s Press
Project and High Plains Reader.

No one needs to be a
technology expert to use GPS
navigation systems, Google
Earth, or MapQuest; these have
become a part of everyday life.
There is however, a lot more to
these systems than what meets
the eye. On Feb. 16 Kirk Stueve,
Ph.D., a former MSUM student,
gave a one-hour lecture and
workshop on how a geographic
information system operates.
Digital maps are easier to
find and understand than the
previously used hand-drawn
maps, said Stueve as he compared
the two types of maps.
“Hand-drawn
maps
have
substantial errors, are tedious and
cluttering,” Stueve said. “Digital
maps require a computer, display,
software, or data. They are
efficient to create and use, and
are accurate and reliable.”
Stueve used a GIS to show
examples from Denali National
Park, AK, to find out how a
variety of elements played into
the role of how the park’s tree
lines form.

A GIS uses several layers,
each representing their own
concept. With Denali National
Park, the concepts of these eight
layers represent elevation, solar
radiation, wind potential, slope
angle, snow potential, distance
to a stream and the wetness and
erosion of the ground.
Stueve acquired a snapshot
from 1953 and then took a
snapshot of the same location
in 2005. The difference in
snapshots showed the amount
of trees that had grown in those
years. Each of the trees has an
X/Y coordinate and each of
these eight layers in the GIS
corresponds to that specific
location.
The GIS then condenses these
layers to link the data together.
Each of the layers is stacked
on top of each other to make
realistic representations of the
area. The result of the linked
data shows how large a role
each of the elements had in the
growth of each tree.
“This
analysis
shows
relationships between new
tree establishment, previously
existing trees, and physical
environment,” Stueve said.

Tree lines can fall under
one of four categories: alpine,
abrupt, gradual or disturbed.
Knowing each of the tree’s
specific elements (elevation,
solar radiation, etc.) can then
help forecast the growth of that
tree line.
To learn more information
about how GIS work, visit
Stueve’s other workshops on
Feb. 23 and 29. Demonstration
workshops will be from 4-5
p.m. in King 217, and handson workshops will be from 6-9
p.m. in King 216.
Stueve will be working with
Arcmap 10.0, a system which
can be found on campus.
The accuracy of geographic
information
systems
has
significantly increased over the
years.
“These maps could have been
off by 5 to 10 feet, but now
everything comes in range of
18 to 20 centimeters,” he said.
Registration
is
required
for the hands-on workshops.
Email
radked@mnstate.edu
to register, and indicate a
preferred date and willingness
to share a computer, as space is
limited.

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Kirk Stueve held a public workshop about geographic information systems.
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Group attends
LGBT event at
Iowa State
COURTNEY FICEK
ficekco@mnstate.edu

Students launch
MSUM fraternity
KIARA MURPHY
murphyki@mnstate.edu

In just a few weeks, one of
the world’s largest fraternities
will be at MSUM. Kappa Sigma
Fraternity was founded in 1869
at the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville.
Cody Meyer, an MSUM
junior and future member of
Kappa Sigma, said it wasn’t
easy getting started.
“It was a nightmare, because
we had no rights to advertise
since we weren’t considered a
chapter,” Meyer said.
MSUM senior and future
member of Kappa Sigma Erik
Peterson said, “It may have
been a difficult process, but
I’m excited to finally reach the
goal.”
Since last spring, MSUM
male students have been trying
to get a chapter of Kappa Sigma
on campus.
“A lot of students have tried,
but failed,” Meyer said.
Some could say it has been a
long time coming.
“Since they booted all the
fraternities five years ago, it’s
been hard to bring it back,”
Peterson said.
Becky Boyle Jones, assistant
director of activities and Greek
Life said “Kappa Sigma had no
real big issues getting colonized
on campus, as long as the
interest group had all required

documentation. But she also
said the media’s portrayal of
“Greek life” is rarely good.
Meyer added that some people
in the community had a negative
feeling with fraternities at
MSUM.
“There are a lot of ‘Animal
House’ stereotypes that people
believe,” Meyer said. “They
don’t know the brotherhood.”
In May 2010, Kappa Sigma
at Stanford University was
reprimanded for homophobic
emails between members. It
was understood to be an April
Fools’ joke, and the chapter was
permitted to handle the situation
without national intervention.
Boyle Jones said
when
things like that happen in larger
fraternity chapters, it can create
a negative perception of all
chapters.
Meyer also said people
sometimes affiliate a larger
chapter with something he and
the Kappa Sigma fraternity at
MSUM don’t condone.
Boyle Jones said people can
be suspicious about things they
are not familiar with, such as
fraternity rituals.
“When
someone
has
something private or confidential
it is easy to misinterpret,” she
said. “Any current student in a
fraternity has the opportunity to
make their own decisions and
beliefs.”
The fraternity will hold itself

to a high standard, Peterson
said.
“Kappa Sigma is a group of
leaders and gentlemen, with a
rich history of brotherhood and
service,” he said.
The growth of Kappa Sigma
is record breaking, with more
than 7,000 pledges annually.
Kappa Sigma at MSUM now
counts 30 interested members,
Meyer said.
MSUM hasn’t had an active
fraternity for five years and
Kappa Sigma will be the first,
Boyle Jones said. She mentioned
the community’s interest in
fraternities disappeared after
the Phi Sigma Chapter closed in
2005.
Meyer said starting a new
chapter will be a good thing for
MSUM.
“With such a small campus, it
allows us to have more visibility
and flexibility,” he said.
Said Peterson: “We have
reached our goal, but there is
still lots of work to do.”
He said he wants to leave
the mark of Kappa Sigma at
MSUM with people knowing
the fraternity is made up of a
group of bright young men, who
are working hard to become
something – not just party.
Kappa Sigma is still accepting
members who are interested.
The chapter’s official initiation
date is March 3.

Watch in wonder.
www.mnstate.edu/perform

MELISSA STEPHAN • stephanme@mnstate.edu

The men who will soon be members of MSUM’s Kappa Sigma chapter joke around in the CMU. Top
from left: Orkeif Dunning, Brad Johnson, Theo Alomran, Davonti Bell, Cody Meyer Bottom from left: Erik
Peterson, AJ Berger, Paul Reid, Adam Redman, Frankie Barth.

A buzzing energy lingers in
the air at the Dragon Rainbow
Center. Perhaps this excitement
is due a recent trip Anita
Bender and 12 students attended
weekend of Feb. 10.
The trip was to Ames, Iowa,
where the group attended the
Midwest
Bisexual
Lesbian
Gay Transgender Ally College
Conference. The MSUM students
who attended the conference
said they gained an eye-opening
experience,
leaving with a
sense of unity and alternative
perspectives about the world.
The MBLGTACC is a growing
annual event. This year the
conference had a record number
of attendants with 1,700 college
students from the Midwest.
MBLGTACC relocates yearly;
giving other schools a chance to
host the event. This year’s setting
was Iowa State University.
The MSUM students who
attended the conference prepared
with plenty of hard work. The trip
was funded through bake sales,
raffles and donations. Everyone
worked together to make enough
money to cover travel, hotels and
food.
The conference strives to
connect both individuals and
communities with resources that
will help to enrich lives across
the Midwest. Offering classes,
keynote speakers and a chance
for the participants to build
connections with other LGBT
students across the country,
allows MBLGTACC to be a
success.
There were a variety of
session topics. Understanding
transgender, intersections of
race and class, conversion
therapy, LGBT in the workplace
and asexuality are just a small
sample of the classes offered

at MBLGTACC. Bender is the
faculty member who attended
the conference with the students.
“The
workshops
both
supported who we are, to help
us understand ourselves better,
but it also challenged us to make
space for the diversity within
us,” Bender said.
A main focus point of the
conference was prejudice. Not
only can the LGBT community
feel
prejudice
from
the
surrounding world, it can happen
within their own community.
Many of the keynote speakers
orientated their speeches on
talking about this issue. The
idea being executed was the
elimination of discrimination
and hate within the LGBT
community. Once they remove
those obstacles within the LGBT
community they can become
stronger as a whole.
The students and Bender
walked
away
from
the
MBLGTACC
experience
gaining person growth. For
some, realizing that they are
part of a growing culture was a
lesson learned. This event gave
the students a chance to connect
with other individuals and make
them feel a part of something
much bigger than the walls of
the Rainbow Dragon Center.
For others, the conference was a
validation of feelings.
Whatever the lessons learned,
many students left the conference
with a refreshed look on their
own lives and their community.
The students said they would
like to take the positive energy
gained at MBLGTACC and
reach out the local area. Whether
it’s holding more social events
on campus or supporting the
area’s high school Gay Straight
Alliances, the students said they
are looking forward to applying
what they have learned and using
those lessons for a greater good.

James Sewell Ballet with the Arsenal Trio

W

ednesday marked 125 years since the Minnesota
legislature passed a bill to create Moorhead Normal
School. State Sen. Soloman Comstock first proposed the bill
two years earlier. In August 1888, the school that is now known
as MSUM opened its doors to about 30 students on six acres of
land Comstock donated. In fall 2013, the university will begin
a year long celebration to mark its 125th anniversary.
-ADVOCATE STAFF REPORTS

“…different and unpredictable, this is the company to see.”
–The New York Times

▸ March 3, 7:30 p.m., Hansen Theatre
▸ MSUM students get in free with ID!

Powerful performances right here.
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NSIC nullifies 13 games for Winona State
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The
conference-leading
Winona
(Minn.)
State
University men’s basketball
team has had 13 of its games
nullified by the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference,
leaving the Dragons a half
game out of first place.
Warriors junior guard Grant
Johnson – who played for
the University of WisconsinParkside, Kenosha, Wis., last
season – has been deemed
ineligible for the remainder of
the season due to a violation that
occurred within the program
regarding a misapplication of
NCAA transfer rules.
“It was a misreading on
(the Winona State athletic
department’s) part,” NSIC
Commissioner Butch Raymond
said. “It was not an intentional
violation of NCAA rules.”

Raymond also stated this
was the first time a violation
like this occurred in the NSIC.
However, no policies will
change due to the violation.
“It was simply a human error,”
Raymond said. “I suppose
their athletic department will
change some things to prevent
this from happening again, but
that’s an internal thing that they
will have to deal with.”
According to the NSIC,
nullification is a mathematical
calculation used to reduce
the team’s percentage of
their win/loss record and the
strength of schedule index. The
nullification value brings the
Warriors’ win percentage from
.900 to .601.
The athletic department at
Winona State was contacted on
Jan. 23 by another university,
questioning
Johnson’s
eligibility. Head coach Mike
Leaf withheld Johnson from

competition after questions
were raised. Upon discovering
the violation, they immediately
informed the NCAA and have
since worked with both the
NSIC and NCAA in an attempt
to resolve the situation.
“I deeply regret that we did
not exercise due diligence
in
clarifying
Johnson’s
eligibility,”
Winona
State
athletic director Larry Holstad
said in a press release on Feb.
14. “Neither the student-athlete
nor the Winona State coaching
staff knowingly broke any
NCAA rules.”
Before being ruled ineligible,
Johnson was ranked second on
the team in scoring – averaging
15 point per game – and fourth
in both assists and steals.
The nullification of 13
contests drops the Warriors
from first in the NSIC to fifth.
They are technically still ranked
third in the nation, however,

as the NCAA will not assess
penalties until the end of the
regular season. The Dragons,
on the other hand, now move
into second place. They are
a half game out of first place
with just two games left in the
regular season.
“We’re going into the last
weekend (of the regular
season) and we control our own
destiny,” Dragons’ head coach
Chad Walthall said. “That’s
really all you can ask for.”
Despite the fact that the
Dragons can win the conference
championship on a technicality,
Walthall does not want to
let that take away from this
opportunity.
“At the end of the day, a
championship is a championship,”
Walthall said. “Ten years from
now, I don’t think anyone is going
to remember the circumstances.”
Johnson has not played
in over three weeks, but the

What are your plans? Think Summer
Session! Meet with your advisor to
plan your schedule today.
▸ More than 270 classes available in day,
evening and online options.
▸ Three-, four-, five-, six- and eight-week
sessions.
▸ Classes fill up fast—register early.
Financial aid is available for summer.
Contact the Financial Aid Office for details.
Affordable summer housing options are
available.

Registration starts March 5.

www.mnstate.edu/

summer

Warriors won every game
without him until their 90-72
loss to the Dragons on Friday
night.
“We played really well in the
first half,” Walthall said, “one
of our better halves of the year.
(The Warriors) made a run in
the second half, but we did a
good job holding them off and
played with poise down the
stretch.”
No matter where the Dragons
end up in the standings, they
will be in a good position
come playoffs, and Walthall’s
expectations are high.
“You can expect our guys
to play hard,” Walthall said.
“They’ve done that all year.”

NSIC Standings:
Men’s Basketball

St. Cloud State
MSUM
Bemidji State
SMSU
Winona State*
Augustana
U of M-Duluth
Northern State
Concordia-St. Paul
Wayne State
Upper Iowa
MSU-Mankato
U of Mary
U of M-Crookston

15-6
14-6
14-6
14-7
18-2
12-8
11-9
9-12
8-13
7-13
6-14
6-15
6-15
3-17

* Standings adjusted for 13
nullified games

WEEKEND
SCORES
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Friday

MSUM

97

Winona State

72

Saturday
MSUM

72

Upper Iowa

76

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Friday
MSUM

47

Winona State

79

Saturday

Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer
and is a member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System.

MSUM

97

Upper Iowa

57
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Dragon wrestler enters
regionals as No. 1 in nation
BY JANAE BOSWELL
boswellja@mnstate.edu

Previously ranked No. 2
in the nation, MSUM senior
wrestler Corey Ulmer achieved
his season goal by taking the
No. 1 spot from Kyle Pedretti
of Upper Iowa University.
When he was about 5 years
old, Ulmer started youth
wrestling.
“It started out with my
mom dropping me off at
youth wrestling practice for
something to do because all my
friends were doing it,” Ulmer
said.
In middle school, Ulmer
became
serious
about
wrestling, working during the
off season and attending camps
every summer. It was during
his sophomore year in high
school when Ulmer saw all his
determination pay off.
“My proudest moment from
high school wrestling was
winning my first state title as
a sophomore,” Ulmer said. “I
won state as a sophomore and
a junior, and then took second
as a senior.”
Before
graduating
from
Ashley-Wishek High School,
Ulmer was also named Mr.
Wrestler of the year in 2007.
After coming to MSUM, Ulmer
was named team rookie of the
year. He went on to lead the
Dragon wrestling team for
three seasons, two of which
he qualified for the National
Championships.
Ulmer
admits
college
HOCKEY, FROM FRONT

when fundraising goals are in sight
would be “way off base.”
“You don’t just walk in and pick
(donors) pockets for millions,” he
said. “It takes time. We dance to
their tune. It’s their money.”

A long-term effort

In 2009, MSUM announced its
bid to create a hockey program.
It seemed like a logical time
because at that point, the WCHA
conference’s odd number of
teams made scheduling difficult.
But then the conference decided
to add another team before the
MSUM effort got going. Without
an available conference – crucial
to consistent scheduling – Dragon
hockey went on the backburner for
more than a year.
Last year, another opportunity
emerged when the Big Ten
conference added hockey and
other WCHA schools started a
new league. The realignment left
the WCHA with an odd number of
teams once again.
Peters said last week that
the conference, which includes
fellow D-II Minnesota schools
Bemidji State and Minnesota State
University-Mankato, is still the
preferred home for the proposed
program because of geography.
Conversations with league
officials “have been positive,”
Peters said. In order to gain
admission, seven out of nine league
schools would need to approve.
WCHA commissioner Bruce

wrestling takes more than skill.
Dedication plays a huge role.
“We have an extremely
long season that goes from
September to March,” Ulmer
said. “We have practice five
times a week, usually more,
depending on morning and
weekend
practices,
which
are just the scheduled ones.
Smart weight cutters will get
in extra workouts to keep their
weight down. Doing that over
an extended period of time,
throwing in school and staying
in on the weekends can wear
you out mentally.”
Ulmer found success in his
dedication during his match
against Upper Iowa wrestler
Kyle Pedretti. Pedertti’s final
attempt at a takedown wasn’t
enough to surpass Ulmer’s
points from a penalty and
escape. The match ended close,
with only nine points being
scored, five of which went to
Ulmer in a final 5-4 decision.
“It felt awesome knowing
I would be the new No. 1 guy
in the country,” Ulmer said.
“That’s the match I had been
working hard for all year, so it
felt pretty cool to get that win.”
Ulmer’s win at the final
home match against Southwest
Minnesota State ended his home
career, but he will continue to
train and compete in the NCAA
Regional tournament.
“I’m preparing for regionals
the same way I prepared for
every other match I had this
year,” he said. “Get my weight
down early this week so it’s

McLeod said the conference is
looking to add a tenth institution,
but clear support from the
community and the institution is
necessary before any school would
be admitted.
“There will be good days and
bad days with programs,” he said
Monday. “You really, really need a
commitment of the institution and
the resources of the institution to
carry it through the more difficult
days.”
According to a consultant’s
report released late July, hockey in
the Fargo-Moorhead area should be
a good fit.
“If MSUM can successfully
raise the funds needed as part of the
planned hockey campaign, it is well
positioned to secure conference
membership,” and the region
“would support the programs,” the
report said.

A conservative plan

Mahoney, the vice president, said
she revised the hockey business
plan after receiving the consultant’s
report and after meeting with D-II
MnSCU schools with D-I hockey
programs.
“The revenue is conservative,
the expenses are realistic,” she said.
“So I believe it’s a solid business
plan.”
From the beginning, officials
have insisted no tuition or fees
would go to starting the hockey
program. Instead, it would be
funded with private donations

JANAE BOSWELL

Corey Ulmer (left) takes down Cody Lensing in a heated match Feb. 15 against Upper Iowa.

• boswellja@mnstate.edu

not an issue come Sunday and
continue to work hard and
improve in practice.”
Ulmer also supports his
teammates. He knows that
doing well at regionals will
bring them closer to achieving
their goals.
“Jake Bennett is a captain
this year and has the most
insane work ethic I have ever
seen,” Ulmer said. “He will be
– is – an excellent leader.”
Ulmer will travel with the
rest of the team to the regional

tournament where he hopes to
become NCAA II Champion
and finish the season as an AllAmerican.
“It’s something I’ve been
working my whole life to
accomplish;
nobody
can
understand how much time
I’ve put into this,” Ulmer said.
“Win or lose, this has been an
amazing experience, and I’m so
thankful for the opportunity.”
Though the end of his college
wrestling career is drawing
near, the exercise science major

doesn’t plan to stop wrestling.
“Wrestling will never leave
my life, and I want to get into
coaching sometime,” he said.
“Also, the last 2 years out of
wrestling season, I have been
training in Mixed Martial Arts,
so I plan on doing that.”
The NCAA Division II
Super Regional will be held
on Sunday in St. Cloud, Minn.
with matches beginning at
noon.

– a $35 million endowment and
another $2 million for start-up
costs.
The fundraising consultant has
been paid about $10,000 since
October through a university
innovation fund used to explore new
programs. That money, Mahoney
said, comes from a variety of
revenue streams, including tuition,
general fund interest earnings and
administrative fees, which all flow
into one account.
“We don’t label (the money),”
Mahoney said. “It’s all the same
color.”
Kim Ehrlich, MSUM student
senate president, said she wasn’t
aware of the money paid to the
consultant, but would ask the
president about it when she comes
to a student senate meeting next
month.
“The hockey thing is something
we probably don’t keep as much of
an eye on as we probably should,”
Ehrlich said.

revenue,” said Spanish education
sophomore Kaitlin McNary, a
tennis player.
Uchenna Ogbonnaya, a physics
senior and track athlete said it’s
only appropriate since “this is kind
of hockey central for the world.”
“It needs to happen because
the athletics department is really
underfunded,” he said.
Mahoney said that if her
projections are correct, money
would start flowing to other MSUM
sports by 2017.
In an unscientific online Advocate
poll, conducted last week, 67
percent of students who responded
indicated they would support D-I
hockey paid for privately.
“This will bring people here
who have never even thought
about coming here,” wrote one
respondent, while another opined,
“I think it would be good for the
economy of Fargo-Moorhead and
the enrollment growth of MSUM.”
But support wasn’t unanimous.
“It’s utterly ridiculous that the
school should be focusing on
athletics when there is so much
that needs fixing in the academic
structure,” one opponent wrote.

High School sophomore who
aspires to play D-I hockey, whether
the school starts a program might
play a role in her college choice.
“I probably wouldn’t go there if
they didn’t have one,” said Hakk, a
three-year varsity player.
Olympic gold medalist and 16year NHL veteran Dave Christian
has a nephew on the Moorhead
High School boy’s team. A local
D-I program, he said, would benefit
Moorhead’s large youth program
and the region’s junior league team,
the Fargo Force.
“I’m confident that they’ll be
able to get it done,” he said. “It’s
long overdue.”
Moorhead High School head
coach Dave Morinville said he’s
also optimistic.
Morinville coached at St. Cloud
State University in the late eighties
when its program was just starting
up. He said he’s seen first hand how
much a D-I program can put a town
on the map and increase revenue.
“It would be a big win for MSUM
as well as for hockey people in
this area,” said Morinville, who
coached NDSU’s club hockey team
to four national titles before Herb
Brooks hired him at St. Cloud.
Recalls Morinville: Brooks, the
legendary coach who led Christian
and the 1980 U.S. Olympic team to
victory over the Soviets once said
“D-I hockey is a no-brainer in the
F-M area.”
Nearly a quarter century later, it
might finally be on its way.

MSUM students react

A majority of MSUM students
interviewed expressed support
for adding a hockey program,
especially when they learned it
wouldn’t put tuition or fees dollars
at risk.
Two student athletes selling
T-shirts for the American Heart
Association Tuesday in MacLean
said a successful hockey program
would benefit all MSUM athletics.
“It would be a great source of

Community support
abounds

In the broader F-M area,
every hockey coach and player
interviewed said they hope MSUM
succeeds in its D-I push.
For Rebekah Hakk, a Moorhead
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PARKING, FROM PAGE 8
which a student would buy a
parking pass for a residential
neighborhood.
Another solution is to build
a multi-story parking garage.
The list continues with parking
time limitations, new parking
meters, new signage, overnight
parking restrictions and snow
plowing
restrictions.
One
solution that was not discussed
was the idea of abolishing street
parking all together. In reality,
it is just not a realistic solution
to the problem.
When the meeting turned
over to questions and opinions,
there was some resentment from
the surrounding community.
CRAFTING, FROM PAGE 3
“The response was just
overwhelming.
It
was
encouraging that not only are
there people making these items
in the area, but there’s people
who want to support them
and find their items awesome
enough to buy them.”
Katelyn Bladel, an MSUM
art major and participant in
Unglued, said she has learned
more about the crafting
community in the F-M area
because of Unglued.
“What’s super great about
Fargo-Moorhead is that, even
though it’s small compared to
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Their criticisms were not
geared toward the notion
that the parking problem was
tarnishing the aesthetics of their
neighborhoods. On the contrary,
the concerns expressed were
centered on the practical
problems of traffic, snow
removal and blocked driveways.
They took issue with the fact
their rights as homeowners are
infringed by the issues created
by the density of parking in
their neighborhoods.
Choices made about this
problem will have to involve
coordinated effort between
students
and
community
members.

Minneapolis-St. Paul, almost
everything that you could
want is here. There’s a lot of
opportunities to get out there
and show off the work that you
do.”
Whether you’re a crafter who
wants to be inspired, a shopper
looking for a gift or you just
want to get out and experience
some fun, the Unglued Craft
Fest is the place to go.
For a schedule of events or
to learn more about Unglued,
visit their website at www.
ungluedmarket.com.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

725 Center Avenue, Suite 7
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-236-6730

Got
Experience?
Get it with CCRI.
Currently hiring Caregivers
Part-time with opportunities to get more hours in the
summer! Comprehensive training.
Great experience and résumé builder for students
majoring in Healthcare, Education, Criminal Justice,
Human Services, undecided majors or anybody with
a desire to help others.
Help people with disabilities in living more independently by:
• Being a positive and encouraging role model
• Helping with everyday basic living skills
• Taking individuals out into the community
• Assisting or performing personal cares.

$10.25/hour plus bonus opportunities and more.
Flexible scheduling.

Learn more or apply at www.CreativeCare.org
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Klobuchar touched on topics like higher education, the Pell grant, helping war veterans and SOPA/PIPA in her
discussion with students and community members.

KLOBUCHAR, FROM FRONT
“The future is education, which we have
to make affordable in one way or another,”
Klobuchar said.
The event, which was sponsored by College
Democrats and Minnesota State University
Student Association, MSUM chapter, received
many positive responses.
“I enjoyed that she took the time to speak to
students,” said Thom Beneke, public relations
specialist for MSUM’s chapter of MSUSA.
Beneke said he especially appreciated
Klobuchar making each topic she spoke about
relevant to student issues.
It was good to have a mix of community
members and students at the forum, because

it fostered a conversational atmosphere and
seemed to make students more comfortable
asking questions, said Kim Ehrlich, student
senate president.
“It was a great opportunity for student to
ask their questions and express their opinions
to someone who can affect things at a federal
level,” Ehrlich said. “We don’t usually get
opportunities like that.”
Student supporters were happy about
Klobuchar’s visit.
“I’m really glad she came to campus,” said
mass communications sophomore Morgan
Schieffer, “and I’m glad she’s passionate about
higher education.”

